WATER LEVEL NOTE FOR HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET

Processing Division: Atlantic Marine Center: MDA231

Hourly heights are approved for

Water Level Station Used: Two Harbors, Minnesota (909-9070)

Period: August 22, 1984 to October 1, 1984

HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET: H-10153 (Area B)

OPR- Z 137-OP-84

Locality: Lake Superior

Plane of reference: Low Water Datum (IGLD 1955: 600.0 Feet)

Remarks:

Zoning not required, data from other gages on Lake Superior indicates no unusual water level movement during the survey period.

[Signature]

Chief, Great Lakes Acquisition Unit
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL OCEAN SERVICE
WATER LEVEL NOTE FOR HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET

Processing Division: Atlantic Marine Center : N/MOA231
Hourly heights are approved for: Two Harbors, MN (909-9070) Water Level Station

Period: October 6, 1985

HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET: H-10153
OPR- Z137-OP-85
Locality: Lake Superior

Plane of reference: Low Water Datum (IGLD 1955 600.0 Feet)

Remarks:
Zoning not required, data from other gages on Lake Superior indicates no unusual water level movement during the survey period.

Harry A. Tippie
Chief, Great Lakes Acquisition Unit